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Finally, the dietary plan vegetarians have been looking forward to; Is it possible to follow a
high-protein diet without the fry-ups or the meats? There's no doubt about it, a high-proteins,
low-carbohydrate diet really does work. Top cookery article writer Rose Elliot has devised an
easy, meat-free answer to the Atkins diet plan. Many is the vegetarian or vegan who provides
watched their meat-eating friends with envy because they followed the Atkins diet plan and
the pounds dropped off. Scientifically formulated to make the rate of metabolism stop burning
up carbs and start burning fat, not only will you lose weight but you will discover your carb
cravings, disposition swings and energy lows are a thing of the past. The answer is yes. But
what about vegetarians and vegans? And may it really be considered a healthy life-style?
Filled with over 75 delicious, mouth-watering quality recipes, top tips for staying thin,
carbohydrate counters and menu plans, this book is a one-stop look for any vegetarian or
vegan hoping to lose weight.
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Easy to check out, Tasty dishes, and it works!!! I've been a vegetarian for 17 years, but never
paid much focus on how much protein I was getting in my diet plan.. My only tips is once you
eliminate your unwanted weight, adhere to a maintenance plan!I figured everything worked
itself away. Finially, a vegetarian low carb high protein diet publication, it was just what I
wanted!...but I feel less bloated and after 14 days have lost 5 lbs (I don't really need to lose any
longer than that.) The Low Carb pizza is delicious, combined with the Chocolate Almond Bark,
Spinach Bread, Tomato Cheddar Soup. A few of the prep period estimates have been off (and
I've small children distracting me in your kitchen) but overall the meals offers been tasty and
easy to get ready. I wasn't so crazy about the Nut Loaf and the sizzling cereals are a little bit
glue-like. It had taken a few shopping journeys to revamp my pantry, and some prep work
baking/preparing low carbohydrate snacks for all those binge occasions..but there are so
many other things to try, I think I might try to stick to the dietary plan for a while. One warning
re reducing carbs: the initial week I did feel light-headed and dizzy, but after I made it past 7
days I've been fine (and added some more low carbohydrate servings, which most likely
helped.! My body type needs a lot of proteins and doesnt do well with carbs. Couldn't become
happier! I take a vitamin every time like the author suggests. I am a 47 year vegetarian.
Occasionally just a big salad with balsamic vinager for the dressing.!! OMG it's fantastic!5
lb/time without even trying (seemingly) because I acquired the diet down to such a science,
had memorized the amount of carbs in virtually everything I ate. In fact I got so good at it I got
eventually to the point my only struggle was waking up TO the 20 grams of carbs I was
subposed to possess. I like to sprinkle Aged Bay seasoning on them (I'm a Maryland resident).
It was an excellent diet and the initial serious diet I experienced ever been on since I never
had a weight issue until I had my second child in my late 30's. The issue is I didn't adhere to
the maintenance plan. Big mistake! Clean almonds certainly are a great snack and I have
either a breakfast dinner or catch dinner. Another great food is definitely to slice a green or
yellowish pepper in half, fill up with cream cheese or goat cheese and toast it in the toaster
oven. This books gives great, very low period consuming recepies which I like ( we am not
keen on cooking so this matches me great!When I saw this book it had been just a dream
become a reality. After my second kid I was having trouble losing the previous few pounds of
baby fat, so made a decision to give this diet a go. I've been on the dietary plan now for almost
fourteen days and have lost 6 pounds and already experience better because I don't
experience as bloated and Personally i think personal assured because I could use this book
as helpful information.Well, this book ended up being filled with useful and Crystal clear
information, recipes that are quick and easy, assistance adapted for both English and
American readers, and a light trend that is readable and encouraging. I beverage my EGG or
WHEY protein shake each morning and that begins the day off right by filling me up.! I lost lots
of weight on high protein diets in the past but have difficulty on a vegetarian diet plan. It works
Diet works.! I always keep hard boiled eggs in the frige to snack on. Once I acquired down to
115 pounds I had to go off it or I'd have ended up weightless. Via Dr. OZ, I purchased the
"Miracle Noodle" on Amazon and broiled it with fresh spinach and period with salt/pepper. It's
very filling and satisfies the tastebuds.Well, now my son is 10 and I've not only gained All of
the weight back again plus 15 pounds my diet has changed to relatively of a vegetarian (I do
eat fish and cage totally free eggs) but the Atkins Diet doesn't provide a good vegetarian diet
so I was baffled as to how exactly to lose this extra weight. I do include dairy and occasional
eggs while on this diet. It had been very frustrating. I had it right down to a science losing .. The
romaine lettuce is excellent to use as a "wrap" to fill with tuna seafood or egg salad.I



reccommend this book to anyone who wants to lose weight the healthful way..!) Just what I
was looking for I am one of those those who have tried everything and also have discovered
only low carbohydrate diets function for me, but I really don't like the meat based ones simply
because I always have so many health issues with those (causes me serious joint pain). EASILY
did, I wouldn't become dieting at this time.. You can sprinkle a herb seasoning onto it as
well.ugh.!..shouldn't look at it as a diet. Good luck! Low-carb diet to go! Being truly a nonanimal
eater I found I was eating A significant amount of in the form of breads and pastas
consequently gaining unwanted weight.), but there were few selections for a vegetarian
interested in low-carb dieting.A few ideas: I was using Splenda however now I've ordered a
natural sweetener on Amazon because this author reccommends natural sweeteners
opposed to artificial.Treat you to ultimately this small gem of a bargain! Five Stars Very
informative! I was THRILLED to locate a publication with a vegetarian diet plan that works. It's
a paperback, the writer is English, (what veggie is "rocket," anyway?. A well-kept secret no
longer! But it is a comfortable diet.! Very good! I never did the Atkins diet since it was all with
pet fats, cream and milk, but I really do it with Soya milk, cream and butter and I believe it is
much healthier that way. To me it is very like the metabolic balance diet I once did ( certainly
fabulous btw! I love this author's responses about certain foods, tips, suggestions and
recipes.). I understood I was eating too many carbs but I required a guide to help me along.).
This reserve makes everything possible, easy easy yummy quality recipes I look forward to
creating,within weekly lost 7 lbs, many inches and experienced the added bonus of huge
energy increase and upsurge in focus and efficiency. Or I should say "An eternity change of
eating".Increase that the fact that am a devoted outdoors woman and I do not cook. It's very
good. I came across myself feeling increasingly bloated, unfocused, tired, and gaining fat
although I was trying to maintain a good balanced diet, no bleached flour, sugar, processed
foods etc. Although that is UK based (some of the conditions are UK so you may find yourself
doing analysis for USA comparable food items) it had been still very easy to check out and
Personally i think way better than pursuing those meat based diet plans, I don't possess the
joint discomfort or aches, and my pores and skin even looks 10 instances better! vegetarian
health insurance and weight loss I love this book. Lost 1 kilo per week! I am 56, work a
business, single parent and horse trainer/rider. I was considering I was just getting old. No
more this book is definitely a lifesaver and I really like it! I mix it with the Almond Soy Milk I
ordered on Amazon. One Star Recipes are pretty gross.! Great book I lost 50 lbs on the Adkins
Diet when We used to eat meat. Not precisely what I need Ok Five Stars excellent Five Stars
Great book! The dietary plan taught me to consume vegetarian and lose fat with out being
hungry. All I did was follow her quality recipes and count my carbs. I lost 50 pounds, in 6
months, upon this diet.. The many dramatic weight reduction was in the first 2 months. It
changed my relationship with meals and allowed me to comprehend how my body uses the
food I feed it. That was 10 years ago and I’ve kept the pounds off. I still use many of her
recipes (they’re delicious) and I highly recommend it to any vegetarian looking for a healthy
diet option. Great info Very informative I still use many of her quality recipes (they’re delicious)
and I recommend it to any vegetarian looking for a healthy diet .! Finally!
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